
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                         

                                                                              

  ATOLL  

  Bowling  & Billiard, 

  Restaurant, Bar & Lounge: 

  Underwater-Architainment  in the harbour metropolis of Rotterdam 



 

 

 

Atoll – the interaction of polychromatic 
creatures in the coral reef, the space 
between the continent and the sea, between 
inviting sandy beaches and bizarre 
underwater scenery. 
 
When visiting ATOLL Bowling Centre in 
Rotterdam, you’ll have the perception that 
you are submerging into such a submarine 
world due to its unique interior design which 
is enhanced by a very versatile lighting 
system.  
 
The maritime concept of an atoll has been integrated consistently into the building’s 
architecture, showing up in organic forms which harmonise perfectly with the curved shape of 
the edifice’s roof. Underneath that wavelike roof there’s located the first floor with the billiard 
area, the dancefloor and a bar. The bar counter is covered with vermilion Bisazza Tiles which 
give it an appearance like a giant coral. 
 
The main attraction however is definitely the ground floor with another bar, a restaurant and 
the bowling area. Seat benches shaped like ship hulls in front of the bowling lanes look like 
boats stranded on the shore. The ceiling above the bowling area is designed like a reef 
break: 13 wave-lanes are moving ‘on shore’, their rolling surfaces are emitting light in every 
colour of the rainbow. It’s a very dynamic play of colours, matching uniquely with the time of 
day and the time of night: in the morning time, at lunch break, at ‘after work’, in the evening, 
and by night there are different dynamic lightshows that afford the suitable vibrant light 
atmosphere for the guests’ wellness.   
The luminous ceiling is backlighted by 382 LED lighting fixtures, each one individually 
addressed and therefore being operated discretely by the central lighting control.  
This ‘ocean of light and colours’, also the restaurant and the entire first floor are surrounded 
by numerous ‘bull’s eyes’ which are flooding the space with varicoloured light. Discreet Cove 
lightings, recessed in the walls on both levels enhance and complement the scenery. Each of 

these light sources are 
powered by LED 
luminaires as well. Due 
to the multiple 
advantages of Light 
Emitting Diodes 
compared with 
conventional fluorescent  
and incandescent 
lighting,  such as less 
energy consumption, 
longer duration of life, 
less thermal impact, 
Atoll is a good example 
that energy-efficient 
lighting and sustainable 
concepts need not be 
boring.  
 
 

Nightclub-ambience on 2 areas with 12 bowling-alleys and 14 pool 
billiard tables, centrally located between Feyenoord soccer stadium 
and Rotterdam’s landmark Erasmus Bridge: an atoll of colour and 
light in the seaport.  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                   

 

 

The lighting installation is controlled entirely by 
the DMX protocol – the control system is 
divided in 5 DMX universes so that it can be 
run by only one central processor. 
The entire sonic equipment is as well controlled 
by only one central music server with a 
sectional adjustment setting, so that the 
restaurant, the discotheque, the billiard area 
and the bowling area can be provided with 
different tunes. The acoustical entertainment is 
either featured by MP3 files from the music 
server or individually by the Disc Jockey. All 
facility functions, such as the lighting, the 
electro acoustics and of course the bowling 
operating system can be operated easily and 
intuitively by a 17” Touch Panel placed 
centrally at the reception desk. Situated 
between the center entrance and the bowling 
area, this desk is also used as the DJ cockpit.  
Therefore, the counter is equipped with a 
professional DJ equipment. Any special events, 
such as ‘Disco Bowling’ or ‘Stiletto Bowling’ will 
be enhanced with specifically designed light 
shows and the correct sounds by the master of 
ceremonies.  
The central control can be operated via remote 
maintenance, so that no on-site service 
personnel is required. Modifications of any 
facility functions due to changing operation 
tasks can easily be made remote – the security 
of the entire IT network is warranted at any 
time.   
 

Project Features 
   

Employer  Veranda Lounge BV, NL- Rotterdam (www.atoll-rotterdam.nl) 
  
Project team  * Architect: Popov Architects, Amsterdam (www.popov-architecten.nl) 
   * Lighting Design, Lighting Programming, Electrical Engineering, Media Systems:  
     Headlight Lichtplanung, D- München (www.headlight-lichtplanung.de) 
   * Lighting Management, General Contractor: Alexander Weckmer Licht    
     und Mediensysteme GmbH, D- Königsbrunn (www.lichtundmediensysteme.de)   
 

Performances  * Colourdynamic, ‘multi-media-enabled’ lightceiling (40 X 59 Pixels) above the bowling- 
     area, the entire lighting equipment is driven by LED sources  
   * Computer-based sonic equipment, Public Address System at the dancefloor  
   * 12 QubicaAMF bowling alleys, 14 Pool Billiard tables, 2 Air Hockeys 
   * Public Viewing equipment with 4X3m screen and a 4000 ANSI-Lumens beamer 
 

Opening  June 2009. Period of realisation: February 2008 – June 2009.  
    

Awards  * Silver Winner (2nd Winner) “Best New Restaurant / Lounge,   
   * Silver Winner (2nd Winner) “Best New Ancillary Profit Center, 
      25th Annual Bowling Center Architecture & Design Awards  
      in November 2009 by Bowlers Journal International (www.bowlersjournal.com) 
    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

about  HEADLIGHT  
 
HEADLIGHT is a company of consultants in Building Services, Interior Design, Lighting Design and 
Architainment, founded by Lighting Designer Stefan Maier in 1996 in Munich, Germany. 
 
We are planning and designing with relentless passion, affording services with high customer value.  
We stick to the highest possible qualities, to the negotiated costs and deadlines in a reliable and loyal way.  
 
The team is a circle of friends, we are an architect, an interior designer, a lighting designer, an engineering 
consultant, and many freelancers.        
 
We are convinced that the challenges in planning, designing and engineering of buildings as well as their  
reconstruction today requires professionals who are specialists yet think and act like generalists!  
 
But, what really sets us apart? An unwavering devotion to your construction project.  
Please find more information at www.headlight-lichtplanung.de 
      

That’s  

Architainment :  

In urban landscapes all over the globe you can 

see and feel that architectural lighting 

installations are getting increasingly more 

complex, borrowing heavily from the 

techniques and technologies created for the 

entertainment lighting industry. These complex 

installations require lighting designers that can 

use these technologies to create designs that 

are not only aesthetically pleasing and 

corresponding with the architecture but also 

versatile and exciting: designs that are 

entertaining and capable to communicate 

messages with changing content. 

But architainment is not only about lighting. It 

can also include other media such as sound, 

video, and animatronics (and even 

pyrotechnics). This is best exemplified by 

ATOLL in Rotterdam. So go and experience 

that vivid architecture! 

   

HEADLIGHT Stefan Maier                                             

Lighting Design * Electrical Engineering * Architainment 

Piusstraße 16  

D- 81671 München  

Ph.: 0049 89  544 043 43  

Fax: 0049 89  6790 45 43  

sm@headlight-lichtplanung.de  

www.headlight-lichtplanung.de  
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